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At Girasol Texas, we envision a
world in which a global
community of trauma-informed
professionals supports the
wellbeing of immigrant
communities. We offer high
quality, professional training and
consultation services to mental
health, legal, and social service
professionals to address the
intersection of immigration, legal
services, and mental health.
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Executive Summary
Navegando Austin is an online resource hub specifically designed to provide
accurate and up-to-date information to Austin’s undocumented community.
COVID-19 created a new set of challenges to the undocumented community
and mixed status families, for whom the resources necessary to stay safe and
healthy during the pandemic were not wholly accessible. Our goal with
Navegando Austin was to work with immigrant serving organizations, as well as
other key community stakeholders, to create a resource base that provided
reliable, accurate, and up-to-date information.
With the support of the equity grant, Navegando Austin:
ü Established a collaboration with IBM developers through 48in48
nonprofit events, through which we created an entirely new,
branded website.
ü Updated existing resources with current information
ü Took off resources no long in services
ü Added new resources that are accessible to immigrants
ü Added information about the COVID-19 pandemic, vaccinations,
healthcare, and public charge/other immigration impacts
ü Attended multiple community stakeholder meetings (specific
collaboration with United Way) to promote Navegando Austin, as
well as collaborate/brainstorm to increase resource accessibility for
immigrants in Austin and its surrounding areas

Key Findings and Recommendations
1. Site access through social media was low and remains a potential area
for growth.
2. Financial assistance and mental health are the two areas of need our
data recommends prioritizing.
3. All program, policies, and campaigns should consider the extra systemic
barriers undocumented people face, as well as plan for ways to address
any barriers identified.
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Introduction
Navegando Austin is an effort to provide the resources that different
organizations provide to Austin residents that are inclusive and especially
beneficial to the immigrant population. Navegando Austin has fully
transitioned to our new website this year, and has seen vast improvements
in additional resources as well as an entire update of resources not seen
since 2017.
What was evaluated?

The project was evaluated in two primary ways:
I.

Community Collaboration- How many collaborations we developed,
meetings attended, and the outcomes of the meetings, such as ideas for
resource information improvement
II. Website Creation and Maintenance- An explanation of the history and
process of creating Navegando Austin
III. Website Data- Capturing website data to understanding how and by
whom the website is used

What was the purpose of the evaluation?
The purpose of the evaluation was to better understand how Navegando
Austin could better serve Austin’s immigrant community—specifically
undocumented individuals and mixed-status families who are most impacted
by policies, social stigmas, and fears that create barriers to the resources they
need. Our goal is to make Navegando Austin more than just a website—a
community endeavor in which immigrant serving organizations collaborate to
ensure that Austin’s undocumented community has the resources in place
navigate Austin in a safe, supported way during COVID-19.
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Findings and Discussion
I. COMMUNITY COLLABORATIONS
Coalition
Meetings

30

The United Way Family
Support Network: 8
Family Liberation
Abolitionist Network: 8
Immigration Services
Network of Austin: 4
Family Detention
Coalition: 2

Presentation
s to Service
Providers

16

The graduate assistant also
represented Girasol Texas at different
coalition meetings, namely United Way
for Greater Austin’s Family Support
Network, the Family Support Network
Basic Needs subgroup, the Immigration
Services Network of Austin, and the
Family Liberation Abolitionist Network.
Most of the coalition meetings were
places the graduate assistant was able
to advocate for the usage of
Navegando Austin, as well as discover
other available resources to the
immigrant community that could be
added to the website. Most of the
coalitions would split into subgroups
during the meeting to network and find
avenues to collaborate with one
another based on zip codes or
geographical region. This was an
especially powerful tool post-winter
storm.
The Family Liberation Abolitionist
Network is focused on ending family
detention and promoting alternative
methods to care for immigrant families
in America. The graduate assistant
promotes Navegando Austin and
Girasol Texas as a whole in these
spaces with mental health resources
that are applied to the popular
education workgroup and increasing
mental health voices via the
recruitment workgroup.
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Findings and Discussion
I. WEBSITE CREATION AND MAINTENANCE
Girasol and United Way have collaborated on Navegando Austin since June of
2020. In particular, Girasol staff have built networks with the Community
Alignment and Family Pathways programs at United Way. This collaboration
has included working together to update the resources on the site, sharing
information about COVID-19 virus impacts and vaccine accessibility for the
community, and attending coalition meetings with other nonprofits in Austin
to better meet the needs of immigrant families.
In September of 2020, United Way partners recommended Girasol’s
Navegando Austin to the 48in48 program, which included an opportunity for
volunteer professional web developers to create or remake nonprofit
websites. Girasol was paired with five developers from IBM, who participated
in the 48in48 challenge to rebuild the Navegando Austin website over the
period of one weekend. The developers took the current content, branding
information, and collaborated with the Girasol program coordinator to create
a brand new website. This also involved migrating the website to the new
domain navegandoaustin.org. This opportunity allowed Girasol to present a
more professional and functional website to the community, including
seamless adaptability to phone use. [insert here that mobile use percentage
has gone up, I saw at least a little]

Total
Updates

105

Resources
Added

14

Many of these resources had updated COVID-19 protocols, email/phone number
changes, address changes, while some others stopped operations and were
removed. Changes were made only after thorough research via telephone or email
to ensure accuracy of information.
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Findings and Discussion
III. WEBSITE DATA
The Basics
Total Users: 377
Total Views: 1,566
Bounce Rate: 51%
Average Time at Site: 2m 56 sec

Over the course of the previous year,
the graduate research assistant has
made weekly updates and additions to
the Navegando Austin website. This task
was split up by section, where the
graduate assistant would go down each
individual section, reach out to the
service provider or conduct an online
search to determine if the resource was
still active, if there were any COVID-19
parameters in place, and update said
resource based on that information.
Many of the resources required a
detailed search. Apart from this, the
graduate research assistant would also
make additions to the Navegando
Austin website. This is most visible in
the COVID-19 section, where resources
for testing, vaccinations, and content
related to public charge was placed.
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Findings and Discussion
III. WEBSITE DATA—Views By Resource Page
Grant Year
Financial Assistance

166

Counseling and Mental Health

94

Housing

74

Education

67

Food

51

Employment

43

Community Organizing

38

COVID-19

36
0

50

100

150

200

The most viewed page was “financial assistance”, followed by “mental
health”. In previous years, mental health resources were the fifth most
viewed page. This past year, they were the second most viewed page.
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Findings and Discussion
III. WEBSITE DATA - LANGUAGE
One of our goals was to increase the use of the website by non-English languages,
with a focus on Spanish. During the grant year, Spanish access increased by
7.4%, and access by all non-English languages increased by 10.8%.

Grant Year

Previous Data

From 2020-2021…

From 2019-2020…

84.7% accessed in English

95.5% accessed in English

11.6% accessed in Spanish

4.2% accessed in Spanish

3.4% accessed in Chinese

<1% accessed in Portuguese

<1% accessed in other
languages
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Findings and Discussion
III. WEBSITE DATA - COUNTRIES
In the past year, Navegando Austin was accessed from 8 countries other than
the United States.

Grant Year

United States
China
Canada
United Kingdom
Turkey
Mexico
Russia

From 2020-2021…
90.6% accessed from the United States
9.4% accessed from an international location.

Ukraine
Argentina
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Findings and Discussion
III. WEBSITE DATA – DEVICE USED
One of our goals is to increase mobile device use, as a sign of Navegando Austin
increasing accessibility. In the past year, mobile device used increased 12.5%.
Grant Year

Previous Data

From 2020-2021…

From 2019-2020…

69.2% accessed from a desktop

81.5% accessed from a desktop

29.7% accessed from a smartphone

17.2% accessed from a smartphone

1.1% accessed from a tablet

1.3% accessed from a tablet
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Findings and Discussion
III. WEBSITE DATA –Pathways to the Site
Our data demonstrates that
most people are likely
accessing Navegando Austin
because they hear about it
through word of mouth, or
from a non-profit webpage. As
.2% of users found
Navegando Austin through
social media, social media
remains a nearly untapped
avenue for advertising to the
undocumented community.
Additionally, the low number
of users who arrived through
search engines (4.3%)
suggests there is room for
improvement in our search
engine optimization features.

From 2020-2021…
75.2% arrived at the site through direct access-- either by typing the URL into a
browser or through browser bookmarks.
20.40% arrived at the site through a referral– meaning they accessed the site
through a link at another site
4.3% arrived through an organic search through a search engine, such as Google
.2% arrived through social media posts, such as a tweet, Instagram post, or
Facebook post.
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EXPENDITURES
Funding the time for the Program Coordinator and a Graduate
Research Assistant to:

ü Collaborate with 48 for 48 in creation of a branded website
ü Present and advertise at, attend, and gather feedback from

coalition and service provider meetings
ü Graduate Research Assistant to continually check on and
update resources for each section
ü Create and update an online literature database for
immigration legal and mental health professionals containing
research and information regarding experiences of people in
migration, social and legal stigmas faced by undocumented
people, and relevant mental health research.
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Recommendations
1. Given the ubiquitous use of social media platforms, we would
recommend exploring ways in which social media could be used as a tool to
reach undocumented communities to advertise resources such as
Navegando Austin.
2. The fact that the most viewed pages were “financial assistance” and
“mental health” is congruent with what we have heard from community
members and at coalition meetings. These two needs are consistently high
for undocumented community members and have been exacerbated by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our recommendation for future community resource
projects would be to prioritize services, resources, and agencies that
address these needs.
3. It is noteworthy that COVID-19 resources were the least viewed page.
While we don’t know the exact reasons why it received the least views, the
following is worth considering: the City of Austin has put tremendous
resource into multilingual campaigns that educate people on the virus,
safety precautions, and their vaccination options. This may have decreased
the need for additional information specific to COVID-19 on the Navegando
Austin site. Although people may have had sufficient information regarding
the status of the virus itself, other systemic challenges were still
compounded during COVID-19. For example, undocumented individuals
may have had access to a vaccine while still being disproportionately left
out of federal financial assistance programs. We recommend that future
public campaigns that surround COVID-19 more deeply consider what kind
of access (if any) undocumented community members have to essential
relief and to create viable pathways specific to undocumented community
members.
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Recommendations
4. In our extensive research on community mental health resources specific
to the undocumented community, we found that it was difficult to find
therapists outside of non-profits that could provide low to no-barrier
services for mental health. While nonprofits serve as an important
community resource, many nonprofits function at or beyond capacity. It is
important to remember that therapists practicing outside of nonprofits
provide a largely untapped network of support. The City of Austin may
consider programs through which private-pay therapists can receive the
necessary support and compensation to provide services to the
undocumented community.
5. Our page view data demonstrates that mental health has become an
increasing priority for undocumented immigrant individuals in the past year.
It is important to consider that while mental health needs have gone up, the
extra barriers to all services, as well as social threats, fears, and stigmas may
make undocumented individuals less likely to find the mental health care
they need. When developing mental health campaigns, we recommend
identifying specific ways in which campaigns and programs increase
outreach and access to the undocumented community.
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THANK YOU
FROM

Ana Vidina Hernández

Jacob Rodriguez
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